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Structures and buildings allowances

1 Overview of relief

2 Key issues

3 Case studies

4 Suggested next steps



Overview on SBA relief

Policy aim
— Stimulate investment in UK infrastructure from date 

of announcement (29/10/2018)
— Improve international competitiveness of the UK’s capital 

allowance system
Rate of relief
— 2% annual writing down allowance (50 year write off)
— Any SBA received is added to any Capital Gains disposal proceeds
Qualifying expenditure
— Capital expenditure incurred on construction of commercial 

buildings and structures
— Based on the original capital expenditure incurred on construction
— Applies to the construction of new property and renovations / 

extensions to existing assets
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Overview on SBA relief (cont.)

Excluded expenditure
— Plant and machinery
— Allowable revenue repairs

Analysis still required

— Purchasing land (including planning permission, SDLT)
— Residential buildings (excluding care homes)
— Qualifying land remediation
Passing of entitlement to future owners
— SBA can be claimed by person holding relevant interest 

in the building
— SBA entitlement passes with ownership of the ‘relevant interest’ 

at TWDV
— Parties will need to share information regarding the property 

history to support purchaser’s SBA claim
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Key issues – Applying the commencement rules

s.270AA(1)(a) CAA2001 – Structures and buildings allowances
SBA relief will only be available where ‘the construction of a building 
or structure begins on or after 29 October 2018’.

270AB CAA2001 – Date on which construction begins
‘construction of a building or structure is treated as beginning before 
29 October 2018 if any contract for works to be carried out in the course 
of the construction of that particular building or structure (whether or not 
the contract also relates to the construction of other buildings or structures) 
is entered into before that date.’

Interpretation in practice
— Large developments with long lead-time

— Business with multiple annual projects

— Anti-avoidance provisions to prevent refreshing of contracts
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Key issues – Capturing qualifying expenditure

Updating existing cost analysis processes
— Agreements with HMRC
— Cost capture templates
— Timing of separate reliefs - SBA pooled only when asset 

brought ‘into use’
SBA within property purchase transactions:
— Identifying SBA when purchasing property
— Additional tax due diligence required
— Public bodies
— Developers
Raising awareness across the wider business
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Key issues – Compliance matters

— Making claims in tax returns

— Allowance statements required to support claim in Year 1

— Retaining data for onward future reference
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Case study 1 – Retailer
Retailer with existing trade and December year end

New store project
— Planning permission granted: 30/08/2018

— Construction contract signed: 01/10/2018

— Works commenced 01/12/2018 and 
completed 30/06/2020

Building does not qualify for SBA

Distribution centre
— Planning permission granted: 30/08/2018

— Construction contract signed: 01/11/2018

— Works commenced 01/12/2018 and 
completed 30/06/2020

Building qualifies for SBA
— Plant and machinery pooled when incurred 

during construction (y/e 31/12/2018, 2019 and 
2020)

— SBA pooled in period building brought in to 
use
(y/e 31/12/2020)
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Case study 2 – Property purchase
Office originally constructed and held by Pension Fund

Notional split of £100m 
construction costs

— £20m - Plant and 
machinery fixtures

— £80m - Building and 
structural elements 
qualifying for SBA

— Construction contract signed 01/01/2019

— Building brought into use 01/01/2021

— Qualifying building for SBA, although Pension Fund 
not entitled to relief

Office sold to Company A on 01/01/2026 for £120m

Allowances available to Company A

— Company A entitled to remaining 45 years SBA balance, 
totaling £72m (£80m x 45/50)

— Company A requires construction information from Pension 
Fund to support SBA allowances statement to HMRC

— Company A entitled to plant and machinery allowances on 
fixtures using just and reasonable apportionment of £120m 
purchase price

Commercial considerations for Pension Fund

— Cost information must be retained to identify SBA relief within 
the original £100m construction costs (excluding fixtures)

— Choice of whether to capture SBA qualifying expenditure on 
construction or at point of onward sale

— In absence of the above, Company A will likely seek a 
reduction in the purchase price to the extent future tax relief 
is lost
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Suggested next steps
— Address the 29/10/2018 commencement provisions and identify projects in scope

— Update existing fixed asset processes – Templates, HMRC agreements, knowledge (in-house and supply chain)

— Think about wider improvements to your processes, including automated solutions that can help with:

- Risk management with HMRC

- Efficient use of resource and data

- Improve value of reliefs captured

— Ensure SBA is considered on all property transactions from this point onwards and built into investment models
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Business rates

1 Background

2 Changes 

3 Looking to the future 
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Background
What is it? 

— Non-domestic rates are a tax roughly equivalent 
to household council tax paid to government 
for property not in domestic use

— Non-domestic rates represent one of the largest 
cash Opex costs

— The non-domestic rates liability is a product 
of the Rateable Value of an asset and the 
Uniform Business Rate (UBR)

— Rateable Value is roughly equivalent to the market 
rent for that asset

How much is it?

— Non-domestic rates represent roughly 10% of Opex

— Usually the 3rd biggest Opex cost after wages 
and rent

— Companies tend to spend significant amounts 
on non-domestic rates but also may regard 
the cost as ‘non-controllable’
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What happened in 2017?

London, the ‘central list’  and ‘other’ faced substantial increases:
Estimated percentage change in bills at 2017 revaluation

Central Retail Offices Industry Other Total
North East (16%) (21%) (9%) (1%) (11%)
Yorkshire & Humber (11%) (21%) (9%) (4%) (10%)
North West (15%) (14%) (12%) 0% (10%)
West Midlands (11%) (16%) (7%) 1% (7%)
East Midlands (5%) (2%) (7%) 3% (3%)
East (13%) (7%) (7%) 2% (6%)
South West (14%) (10%) (5%) 1% (6%)
South East (8%) (3%) (4%) 6% (2%)
London 14% 10% 4% 14% 11%
Central list 28% % % % 28%
Total 28% (5%) 1% (6%) 5% 0%
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Changes from last time
Bills will increase by CPI indexation of the Uniform Business Rate (UBR) rather than RPI

3 year cycles rather than 5 (or 7)

— Next assessment will be based on data available in Apr 2019 (i.e. this financial year)

— You should have already received official forms of return

— Revised Values will be imposed in 2021 then 2024; 2027 etc.

— High Street relief package for Wales, this may be replicated in England

— A general move to take smaller properties out of assessment

Appeals process has changed radically resulting in a c99.5% reduction in appeals

— Onus is now on the ratepayer to supply correct data to VOA in an appeal

— Appeals following the new process can take 3 years to be heard/resolved
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Things (probably) 
coming down
the road
The UBR 

Business Rates are usually set to be fiscally neutral

— Business Rates generate c£30bn p.a. currently

— If rents/RV or total amount of business 
space occupied falls the UBR has 
to increase to compensate

Increased use of technology

The VOA has been talking more and more to their 
counterparts around the world

— Expect a move to ‘self-assessment’

— Maybe a shift from a 3 year cycle to annual 
cycles on the back of technology 
improvements (when implemented)

Business Rates have existed for c400 years, do 
not expect radical (or quick) changes
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Transition
Transition is effectively a smoothing function to limit shock changes. 
Scotland and Wales do not have transition schemes. England may 
well follow their example.

?
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The 2021 timetable
April 2019 The 'Antecedent Valuation Date’ or ‘AVD’ the point in time that  

rateable values (notional rents) are assessed

July 2019 VOA Data requests should be completed and returned

Sept/Oct 2019 Negotiations between ratepayers and VOA commence

July 2020 VOA submit initial estimates to Treasury

October 2020 ‘UBR’ announced in Budget statement (probably)

Dec 2020 Draft values for all business properties published

Feb 2021 Bill notifications sent by councils/billing authorities

Apr 2021 Final values published

Why choose KPMG?
We have saved our business rates clients c£50m in liabilities including 
c£10m in refunds, without having to resort to appeal since 2017, 
through effective engagement and negotiation.



Questions 
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Contact us 

Ryan Ballantyne,
Director,
Fixed Asset Tax Services
E: ryan.ballantyne@kpmg.co.uk
T: 07884 311472

Momin Hayee,
Associate Director,
Risk Consulting
E: momin.hayee@kpmg.co.uk
T: 07702 834923
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